BuzziZepp LED

BuzziZepp LED Line - A suspended plane of light with sleek acoustic body

BuzziZepp LED Line is an impressive shield of light, offering acoustic control. The suspended design was conceived by designer Alain Gilles as an “imaginary island” to visually delineate and bring a sense of tranquility to large open spaces. With its striking linear design, BuzziZepp LED Line hovers from above to define zones without obstruction, establishing a more intimate, quiet and purposeful sense of space—no vertical partitions or walls needed! The slim framework is made of upholstered acoustic panels, engineered to absorb sound and reduce echo. The streamlined design is outfitted with dimmable LED lines, which can be adjusted for various situations. Dim the lights to set a more relaxed tone at your next meeting, or brighten your workstation to focus on the task at hand.

As from June 2018, all new lighting products will be UL listed.